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SUMMARY The conventional universal filtered-DFT-spread-OFDM
(UF-DFTs-OFDM) can drastically improve the out-of-band emission
(OOBE) caused by the discontinuity between symbols in the conventional
cyclic prefix-based DFTs-OFDM (CP-DFTs-OFDM). However, the UF-
DFTs-OFDM degrades the communication quality in a long-delay multi-
path fading environment due to the frequency-domain ripple derived from
the long transition time of the low pass filter (LPF) corresponding to the
guard interval (GI). In this paper, we propose an enhanced UF-DFTs-
OFDM (eUF-DFTs-OFDM) that achieves significantly low OOBE and
high communication quality even in a long-delay multipath fading envi-
ronment. The eUF-DFTs-OFDM applies an LPF with quite short length in
combination with the zero padding (ZP) or the CP process. Then, the char-
acteristics of the OOBE, peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR), and block
error rate (BLER) are evaluated by computer simulation with the LTE up-
link parameters. The result confirms that the eUF-DFTs-OFDM can im-
prove the OOBE by 22.5 dB at the channel-edge compared to the CP-
DFTs-OFDM, and also improve the ES/N0 to achieve BLER = 10−3 by
about 2.5 dB for QPSK and 16QAM compared to the UF-DFTs-OFDM.
For 64QAM, the proposed eUF-DFTs-ODFDM can eliminate the error
floor of the UF-DFTs-OFDM. These results indicate that the proposed
eUF-DFTs-OFDM can significantly reduce the OOBE while maintaining
the same level of communication quality as the CP-DFTs-OFDM even in
long-delay multipath environment.
key words: CP-DFTs-OFDM, UF-DFTs-OFDM, long-delay multipath
fading environment, LTE, beyond 5G

1. Introduction

In recent years, data traffic in mobile cellular systems has
dramatically increased due to the demands being placed on
sophisticated mobile network services and applications for
smartphones [1]. Furthermore, responding to the emergence
of all-new Internet of things (IoT)-based use cases includ-
ing self-driving and telemedicine, enhanced mobile broad-
band (eMBB), ultra-reliable and low latency communica-
tions (URLLC), and massive machine type communication
(mMTC) will be supported in the upcoming 5th generation
mobile communication (5G) and beyond [2]–[5]. In addi-
tion, the 5G and beyond will form more versatile heteroge-
neous wireless networks where various radio access systems
are densely and simultaneously operated in the same area to
cope with a variety of applications. Therefore, the develop-
ment of physical layer waveforms [6]–[17] that can reduce
interferences among systems is one of the most important
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objectives in improving the overall spectrum efficiency.
In existing LTE system, the cyclic prefix (CP)-based

discrete Fourier transform (DFT)-spread OFDM (CP-DFTs-
OFDM) is applied as an uplink multiplexing scheme be-
cause of its low peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) [18].
CP-DFTs-OFDM contributes to high communication qual-
ity by mitigating the effect of the multipath fading, while
unfortunately creating high out-of-band emission (OOBE)
due to the discontinuity between successive symbols [19].
Therefore, a variety of new-waveforms have been investi-
gated for suppressing the OOBE effectively [6]–[17]. The
universal filtered (UF)-DFTs-OFDM has been also pro-
posed as a new-waveform based on the DFTs-OFDM [8].
The conventional UF-DFTs-OFDM can improve the OOBE
drastically by dividing subcarriers into some sub-bands and
applying a low pass filter (LPF) to each sub-band in time-
domain. However, the transition time of the LPF used as the
guard interval (GI) should be extended in a long-delay mul-
tipath environment, causing a large frequency-domain ripple
that degrades the communication quality.

In this paper, we propose an enhanced UF-DFTs-
OFDM (eUF-DFTs-OFDM) that offers significantly low
OOBE while maintaining high communication quality even
in a long-delay multipath environment [9]. The proposed
eUF-DFTs-OFDM applies the LPF with short transition
time in combination with the zero padding (ZP) or the
CP [9] to suppress the frequency-domain ripple and to
mitigate the effect of multipath fading. This proposed
scheme is based on the enhanced UF-OFDM (eUF-OFDM)
[10], [11] previously proposed by the authors and the flex-
ible CP-OFDM (FCP-OFDM) [12] proposed shortly there-
after. These schemes can suppress the OOBE without de-
grading communication quality in the 3GPP Extended Typ-
ical Urban (ETU) channel model [20] but still has high
PAPR of the transmission signal as well as the conventional
CP-OFDM and the UF-OFDM. Meanwhile, the proposed
eUF-DFTs-OFDM can reduce PAPR to the same level as
the conventional CP-DFTs-OFDM because of the applica-
tion of DFT spreading. With the comprehensive evalua-
tion using computer simulation on OOBE, PAPR, and block
error rate (BLER) with the LTE uplink parameters in the
3GPP ETU channel model, we demonstrate that the pro-
posed eUF-DFTs-OFDM achieves significant OOBE reduc-
tion with maintaining satisfactory communication quality
and low PAPR in a long-delay multipath environment.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. An
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overview of the conventional UF-DFTs-OFDM is described
in Sect. 2. Then, the ZP-based and CP-based eUF-DFTs-
OFDM are proposed in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, performances of
the proposed eUF-DFTs-OFDM are evaluated comprehen-
sively by computer simulation using the LTE uplink param-
eters. Finally, we conclude this paper in Sect. 5.

2. Conventional UF-DFTs-OFDM

2.1 Transmitter Architecture

Figure 1 shows the transmission process of the UF-DFTs-
OFDM. Firstly, after mapping the modulated symbols to
physical resource block (PRB), M-by-M size DFT is exe-
cuted to the modulated symbol vector of the k-th OFDM
symbol ak = [a(k,0), a(k,1), . . . , a(k,M−1)]T ∈ CM×1 and ak is
converted into the subcarrier vector of the k-th DFTs-OFDM
symbol zk = [z(k,0), z(k,1), . . . , z(k,M−1)]T ∈ CM×1. Here,
M represents the number of modulated symbols included
in one DFTs-OFDM symbol, and a(k,n) and z(k,n) denote the
n-th modulated symbol of the k-th OFDM symbol and the n-
th subcarrier of the k-th DFTs-OFDM symbol, respectively.
This DFT-spreading process can be executed as follows:

zk = F(M,M)ak, (1)(
F(A,B)

)
p1,p2

= exp
[
−j2πp1 p2/A

]
, (2)

where 0 ≤ p1 < A and 0 ≤ p2 < B, and F(A,B) ∈ C
A×B

denotes the A-by-B size DFT matrix. Secondly, subcarri-
ers are divided into B sub-bands. Figure 2 shows the gen-
eration process of the transmission symbol after the IDFT
process. Here, each sub-band contains M0 subcarriers (i.e.,
B = M/M0). Consequently, zi

k ∈ C
M0×1 (0 ≤ i < B) corre-

sponding to the i-th sub-band of the k-th DFTs-OFDM sym-
bol can be expressed as follows:

zk =

[(
z0

k

)T
,
(
z1

k

)T
, . . . ,

(
zB−1

k

)T
]T
, (3)

zi
k =

[
z(k,iM0), z(k,iM0+1), . . . , z(k,(i+1)M0−1)

]T . (4)

After dividing subcarriers into B sub-bands, NFFT-by-M0
size inverse DFT (IDFT) is executed to zi

k and the k-th
DFTs-OFDM symbol of the i-th sub-band si

k ∈ C
NFFT×1 can

be obtained as follows:

si
k =

(
F i

(NFFT,M0)

)−1
zi

k, (5)(
Fi

(A,B)

)−1

p1,p2
= exp

[
j2π(iM0 + p2)p1/A

]
, (6)

where 0 ≤ p1 < A and 0 ≤ p2 < B, and
(
Fi

(A,B)

)−1
∈ CA×B

represents the A-by-B size IDFT matrix corresponding to the
i-th sub-band. Subsequently, the LPF with a length of LF is
applied to each sub-band (Fig. 2(b)). Note that LF−1 is equal
to the CP length of CP-DFTs-OFDM LCP [13], and thus,
length of the k-th UF-DFTs-OFDM symbol is same as that
of CP-DFTs-OFDM symbol. The frequency characteristics
of the LPF is adjusted corresponding to the center frequency
of each sub-band. When the impulse response of the LPF is

Fig. 1 Transmission process of UF-DFTs-OFDM.

Fig. 2 Generation process of transmission symbol in UF-DFTs-OFDM.

defined as g(n) (0 ≤ n < LF), the impulse response in the
i-th sub-band gi(n) is given by

gi(n) = g(n) exp
[
j2πmc

i /NFFT
]
, (7)

where mc
i = (M0 + 1)/2 + (i − 1)M0 represents the subcar-

rier index at the center of the i-th sub-band. Therefore, the
LPF can be convoluted in time-domain with the following
Toeplitz matrix Gi ∈ C

(NFFT+LCP)×NFFT that satisfies the fol-
lowing conditions:

(Gi)p,0 =

gi(p) (0 ≤ p < LF)
0 (LF ≤ p < NFFT + LCP)

, (8)

(Gi)0,q =

gi(0) (q = 0)
0 (q , 0)

, (9)

(Gi)p,q = (Gi)p−1,q−1 (p , 0, q , 0). (10)

Then, transmission symbols of the UF-DFTs-OFDM are ob-
tained by the summation of the time-domain symbols in all
sub-bands (Fig. 2(d)). Therefore, the k-th UF-DFTs-OFDM
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symbol sUF
k ∈ C

(NFFT+LCP)×1 can be expressed by using a ma-

trix JUF
i (= Gi

(
F i

(NFFT,M0)

)−1
) ∈ C(NFFT+LCP)×M0 as follows:

sUF
k =

B−1∑
i=0

JUF
i zi

k. (11)

Finally, serial transmission symbols can be obtained by con-
catenating successive UF-DFTs-OFDM symbols sUF

k . Here,
the rise and fall time of the LPF in time-domain are used
as the GI. In the UF-DFTs-OFDM, the frequency-domain
ripple caused by the LPF can be compensated by a pre-
distortion (PD) process because characteristics of the ripple
depend on only transmission symbol parameters and can be
calculated at the transmitter in advance. The detail of this
PD process is explained in Sect. 2.3.

2.2 Receiver Architecture

Figure 3 shows the reception process of the UF-DFTs-
OFDM. In the general case of a relaxed synchronization sce-
nario where there are interferences from other asynchronous
users using neighboring spectrum resources, the k-th recep-
tion symbol rUF

k ∈ C
(NFFT+LCP)×1 is multiplied by a time win-

dow to suppress inter-user interferences. However, this re-
laxed synchronization scenario is not assumed in this pa-
per, and this time-domain process is omitted. After the
time-domain process, the received UF-DFTs-OFDM sym-
bol rUF

k is zero-padded since its length is NFFT + LCP. Then,
2NFFT-points fast Fourier transform (FFT) is performed and
M subcarriers in the allocated band are extracted. There-
fore, the received subcarriers (i.e., input frequency-domain
subcarriers to channel equalizer) yUF

k = [yUF
(k,1), y

UF
(k,2), . . . ,

yUF
(k,M)]

T ∈ CM×1 can be expressed as follows:

yUF
k = RUFrUF

k , (12)

RUF = Q′M F(2NFFT,2NFFT)S(NFFT+LCP,NFFT−LCP)
ZP , (13)

S(NS,NZ)
ZP =

[
INS×NS

0NZ×NS

]
, (14)

(
Q′M

)
p,q =

1 (p = k, q = 2k − 1)
0 (other)

, (15)

where INS×NS ∈ ZNS×NS and 0NZ×NS ∈ ZNZ×NS denote a
NS-by-NS size unit matrix and a NZ-by-NS zero matrix,
respectively, and S(NS,NZ)

ZP ∈ C(NS+NZ)×NS denotes the zero-
padding process. Furthermore, 1 ≤ k ≤ M, k ∈ N, and

Fig. 3 Reception process of UF-DFTs-OFDM.

Q′M ∈ CM×2NFFT denotes the extraction of the allocated M
subcarriers. Finally, after the frequency-domain equaliza-
tion (FDE) by the minimum mean square error (MMSE) fil-
ter, the received bit sequence can be obtained by the inverse
process of the transmitter.

2.3 Pre-Distortion Process for UF-DFTs-OFDM

In this section, the details of the PD process for the UF-
DFTs-OFDM is explained. A ripple coefficient of the UF-
DFTs-OFDM can be calculated according to the follow-
ing procedure. Firstly, B sub-bands with an amplitude of
1 1M0×1 ∈ ZM0×1 are prepared and the wave-shaping for
the UF-DFTs-OFDM is executed to these sub-bands. Here,
1A×B ∈ ZA×B represents the A-by-B size matrix in which
all coefficients are 1. Also, this wave-shaping process for
the i-th sub-band can be executed by the matrix JUF

i . Sub-
sequently, the reception process is executed to the wave-
shaped time-domain signal, and ripple coefficient vector
hUF = [hUF

1 , hUF
2 , . . . , hUF

M ]T ∈ CM×1 can be obtained as
follows:

hUF =
1
N

B−1∑
i=0

RUF JUF
i 1M0×1


T

, (16)

where N denotes normalization factor by the mean value of
ripple coefficients, and RUF is defined by Eq. (13). There-
fore, when hUF

inv is defined as a vector [1/hUF
1 , 1/hUF

2 , . . . ,
1/hUF

M ]T ∈ CM×1, the PD process can be executed by
the multiplication of zk and the following diagonal matrix
HUF

LPF ∈ C
M×M in which diagonal elements are hUF

inv:

HUF
LPF = diag(hUF

inv), (17)

where diag(x) ∈ CA×A denotes the diagonal matrix in which
diagonal elements are vector x ∈ CA×1. Therefore, in the
case of the UF-DFTs-OFDM wave-shaping with the PD pro-
cess zk should be replaced with ẑk = HUF

LPF zk in Eq. (3).

2.4 Problem in Long-Delay Multipath Environment

In the case of the UF-DFTs-OFDM, the effective GI length
of the UF-DFTs-OFDM becomes (LF − 1)/2 that is half of
the CP length of the CP-DFTs-OFDM. In several papers,
the LTE parameters of the normal CP mode are applied to
the UF-DFTs-OFDM evaluation (i.e., CP length = 4.7 µs,
and LF = 37 when the sampling frequency is 7.68 MHz)
[17]. In this case, the effective GI length of the UF-DFTs-
OFDM becomes 4.7 µs/2 = 2.35 µs. Obviously, short effec-
tive GI length reduces a margin for the transmission delay,
and thus, the LPF length should be extended in a long-delay
multipath environment. In the LTE specification, we can
select the extended CP mode (i.e., CP length = 16.7 µs).
Therefore, to operate the UF-DFTs-OFDM-based system
under long-delay multipath environment such as the 3GPP
ETU channel model [20], the transition time of the LPF for
the UF-DFTs-OFDM should be set to the same as the CP
length of the extended CP mode of LTE (i.e., LF = 129
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when the sampling frequency is 7.68 MHz). However, due
to the large frequency-domain ripple caused by the LPF with
long length, the amplitude of some subcarriers becomes ex-
tremely low. Such a low received signal level lessens the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in these subcarriers and signifi-
cantly degrades communication quality.

3. Proposed eUF-DFTs-OFDM

To improve the drawback of the UF-DFTs-OFDM, eUF-
DFTs-OFDM is proposed [9]. The proposed eUF-DFTs-
OFDM is sufficiently robust against long-delay multipath
fading by combining the ZP or the CP with LPF that has
a quite shorter length than the UF-DFTs-OFDM (i.e., the
ZP-eUF-DFTs-OFDM and the CP-eUF-DFTs-OFDM [9],
respectively).

3.1 Proposed ZP-eUF-DFTs-OFDM

3.1.1 Transmitter Architecture

Figure 4 shows the transmitter architecture of the proposed
ZP/CP-eUF-DFTs-OFDM, and Fig. 5 shows the generation
process of the proposed ZP-eUF-DFTs-OFDM symbol in
each sub-band. In the proposed ZP-eUF-DFTs-OFDM, the
ZP is added to the transmission process of the UF-DFTs-
OFDM. Firstly, after the time-domain waveform si

k is gen-
erated by following the same processes of the UF-DFTs-

Fig. 4 Transmission process of proposed ZP/CP-eUF-DFTs-OFDM.

Fig. 5 Generation process of proposed ZP-eUF-DFTs-OFDM symbol in
each sub-band.

OFDM, zeros with a length of L′CP (= LCP−LF+1) is suffixed
to si

k before applying the LPF in each sub-band (Fig. 5(a)).
This ZP process in each sub-band can be executed by the
matrix S(NFFT,L′CP)

ZP ∈ C(NFFT+L′CP)×NFFT . After the ZP process, the
LPF is applied to the ZP-DFTs-OFDM symbols (Fig. 5(b)).
The LPF convolution in time-domain is executed by the
Toepliz matrix Gi ∈ C

(NFFT+LCP)×(NFFT+L′CP) that satisfies the
conditions of Eqs. (8)–(10). Then, time-domain symbols in
all sub-bands are summed, and thus, the k-th ZP-eUF-DFTs-
OFDM symbol sZP(eUF)

k ∈ C(NFFT+LCP)×1 can be expressed by

using the matrix JZP(eUF)
i (= GiS

(NFFT,L′CP)
ZP (Fi

(NFFT,M0))
−1) ∈

C(NFFT+LCP)×M0 as follows:

sZP(eUF)
k =

B−1∑
i=0

JZP(eUF)
i zi

k. (18)

Finally, transmission symbol of the proposed ZP-eUF-
DFTs-OFDM can be obtained by concatenating successive
symbols sZP(eUF)

k .

3.1.2 Receiver Architecture

Figure 6 shows the reception process of the proposed ZP-
eUF-DFTs-OFDM. Firstly, an overlap and add (OLA) pro-
cess [13] shown in Fig. 7 is executed to the k-th reception
symbol of the proposed ZP-eUF-DFTs-OFDM rZP(eUF)

k ∈

C(NFFT+LCP)×1 in time-domain. In other words, the end part
of the received symbol with a length of L′CP + LF − 1
(= LCP) is added to the beginning part. Secondly, NFFT-
points FFT is performed, and M subcarriers in the allocated
band are extracted. Therefore, the received subcarriers (i.e.,
input frequency-domain subcarriers to channel equalizer)
yZP(eUF)

k ∈ CM×1 can be expressed as follows:

yZP(eUF)
k = RZP(eUF)rZP(eUF)

k , (19)

Fig. 6 Reception process of the proposed ZP/CP-eUF-DFTs-OFDM.

Fig. 7 OLA process at the receiver of the proposed ZP-eUF-DFTs-
OFDM.
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RZP(eUF) = QM F(NFFT,NFFT)ROLA, (20)

ROLA =

[
INFFT×NFFT

ILCP×LCP

0(NFFT−LCP)×LCP

]
, (21)

(
QM

)
p,q =

1 (p = q = k)
0 (other)

, (22)

where ROLA ∈ C
NFFT×(NFFT+LCP) denotes the OLA process.

Also, 1 ≤ k ≤ M, k ∈ N, and QM ∈ C
M×NFFT represents

the extraction of the allocated M subcarriers. Finally, after
FDE by the MMSE filter, the received bit sequence can be
obtained by the inverse process of the transmitter.

3.2 Proposed CP-eUF-DFTs-OFDM

3.2.1 Transmitter Architecture

As shown in Fig. 4, the transmission process of the proposed
CP-eUF-DFTs-OFDM [9] just replaces the ZP process of
ZP-eUF-DFTs-OFDM by the CP insertion. Figure 8 shows
the generation process of the CP-eUF-DFTs-OFDM symbol
in each sub-band. Firstly, after the time-domain waveform
si

k is generated by following the same processes of the UF-
DFTs-OFDM, the CP with a length of L′CP (= LCP − LF + 1)
is prefixed to si

k before applying the LPF in each sub-band
(Fig. 8(a)). After the CP insertion, the rest of the pro-
cesses is completely same as that of the ZP-eUF-DFTs-
OFDM. Therefore, the k-th CP-eUF-DFTs-OFDM symbol
sCP(eUF)

k ∈ C(NFFT+LCP)×1 can be expressed by using the matrix
JCP(eUF)

i (= GiTCP(Fi
(NFFT,M0))

−1) ∈ C(NFFT+LCP)×M0 as follows:

sCP(eUF)
k =

B−1∑
i=0

JCP(eUF)
i zi

k, (23)

TCP =

[
0L′CP×(NFFT−L′CP) IL′CP×L′CP

INFFT×NFFT

]
, (24)

where TCP ∈ C
(NFFT+L′CP)×NFFT denotes the process of CP in-

sertion. Finally, transmission symbol of the proposed CP-
eUF-DFTs-OFDM can be obtained by concatenating suc-

Fig. 8 Generation process of CP-eUF-DFTs-OFDM symbol in each sub-
band.

cessive symbols sCP(eUF)
k . As shown in Fig. 8(c), the CP-

eUF-DFTs-OFDM symbol looks very similar to the time-
domain windowing-based wave-shaped CP-OFDM or CP-
DFTs-OFDM [13], [15]–[17]. In the case of the time-
domain windowing-based waveforms, the CP with a length
of LCP is attached to the OFDM symbol or the DFTs-OFDM
symbol, and then, the time-domain window (e.g., raised-
cosine window) is multiplied by the CP-attached OFDM or
DFTs-OFDM symbol in time-domain. On the other hand, in
the case of the proposed CP-eUF-DFTs-OFDM, the time re-
sponse of an LPF (e.g., Dolph-Chebyshev) is convoluted in
time-domain as above-mentioned. One of the advantages of
the proposed CP-eUF-DFTs-OFDM compared to the time-
domain windowing-based schemes is that the frequency re-
sponse of the LPF can be designed in frequency-domain
directly and the effective frequency-domain characteristics
of the transmission signal (i.e., OOBE suppression perfor-
mance) can be easily achieved.

3.2.2 Receiver Architecture

The reception process of the proposed CP-eUF-DFTs-
OFDM is same as that of the proposed ZP-eUF-DFTs-
OFDM shown in Fig. 6, except for the time-domain pro-
cess. In the proposed CP-eUF-DFTs-OFDM, the k-th recep-
tion CP-eUF-DFTs-OFDM symbol rCP(eUF)

k ∈ C(NFFT+LCP)×1

is multiplied by a rectangular window (RW) in time-domain
as shown in Fig. 9. This RW multiplication removes the
beginning part and end part of the received symbol with
a length of L′CP and LF − 1, respectively. Secondly, NFFT-
points FFT is performed, and M subcarriers in the allocated
band are extracted. Therefore, the received subcarriers (i.e.,
input frequency-domain subcarriers to channel equalizer)
yCP(eUF)

k ∈ CM×1 can be expressed as follows:

yCP(eUF)
k = RCP(eUF)rCP(eUF)

k , (25)
RCP(eUF) = QM F(NFFT,NFFT)RRW, (26)

RRW =
[

0NFFT×L,CP INFFT×NFFT 0NFFT×(LF−1)
]
, (27)

where RRW ∈ C
NFFT×(NFFT+LCP) denotes the RW multiplica-

tion. Finally, after FDE by the MMSE filter, the received
bit sequence can be obtained by the inverse process of the

Fig. 9 RW multiplication at the receiver of the proposed CP-eUF-DFTs-
OFDM.
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transmitter.

3.3 Pre-Distortion Process for the Proposed ZP/CP-eUF-
DFTs-OFDM

In the proposed ZP/CP-eUF-DFTs-OFDM, the frequency-
domain ripple caused by the LPF can be compensated by
the PD process as well as the UF-DFTs-OFDM. A rip-
ple coefficient vector for the proposed ZP/CP-eUF-DFTs-
OFDM hX(eUF) = [hX(eUF)

1 , hX(eUF)
2 , . . . , hX(eUF)

M ]T ∈ CM×1

(X ∈ {ZP, CP}) can be expressed by replacing RUF JUF
i with

RX(eUF) JX(eUF)
i in Eq. (16). Thus, when hX(eUF)

inv is defined as
vector [1/hX(eUF)

1 , 1/hX(eUF)
2 , . . . , 1/hX(eUF)

M ]T ∈ CM×1, the PD
process can be executed by the multiplication of zk and the
diagonal matrix HX(eUF)

LPF (= diag(hX(eUF)
inv )) ∈ CM×M . There-

fore, in the case of the proposed ZP/CP-eUF-DFTs-OFDM
wave-shaping with the PD process, zk should be replaced
with ẑk = HX(eUF)

LPF zk in Eq. (3).

3.4 Differences between ZP-eUF-DFTs-OFDM and CP-
eUF-DFTs-OFDM

From the viewpoint of generation process of transmis-
sion symbol at the transmitter, the ZP-eUF-DFTs-OFDM
is slightly inferior to the CP-eUF-DFTs-OFDM with re-
gard to the following points. Firstly, a completely non-
signal state in time-domain (i.e., ZP process) for the ZP-
eUF-DFTs-OFDM is still challenging in an analog circuit
due to the dynamic range limitation of some analog compo-
nents. Secondly, PAPR of the ZP-eUF-DFTs-OFDM trans-
mission symbol is higher than that of the CP-eUF-DFTs-
OFDM transmission symbol because the average transmis-
sion power of the ZP-eUF-DFTs-OFDM is reduced by the
partial non-signal state. Therefore, the CP-eUF-DFTs-
OFDM is relatively superior to the ZP-eUF-DFTs-OFDM.

4. Computer Simulation

To analyze the proposed ZP/CP-eUF-DFTs-OFDM, the
characteristics of OOBE, PAPR, and BLER were evaluated
by computer simulation with the LTE uplink parameters
shown in Table 1. As a channel model, the 3GPP ETU
model [20] with a maximum Doppler frequency of 70 Hz

Table 1 Specifications of transmission signal.

at 2.5 GHz was applied for assuming a long-delay multi-
path fading environment. Therefore, to mitigate the effect
of frequency selective fading caused by long-delay multi-
paths, the extended CP mode (i.e., CP length = 16.7 µs) was
used. Therefore, the filter length for the conventional UF-
DFTs-OFDM was set to be the same as the CP length in the
extended CP mode of LTE (i.e., LF = 129). On the other
hand, to avoid the effect of a large frequency-domain rip-
ple caused by longer filter length, the filter length for the
proposed eUF-DFTs-OFDM was set to be the same as the
CP length in the normal CP mode of LTE (i.e., CP length =

4.7 µs and LF = 37). Also, the number of sub-bands was set
to be the same as the number of PRBs per slot (i.e., B = 25)
[13].

Hereinafter, the proposed ZP-eUF-DFTs-OFDM with
and without the PD process are named as the ZP-eUF
scheme (w/ PD) and the ZP-eUF scheme (w/o PD), respec-
tively, and the proposed CP-eUF-DFTs-OFDM with and
without the PD process are named as the CP-eUF scheme
(w/ PD) and the CP-eUF scheme (w/o PD), respectively.
Furthermore, the conventional UF-DFTs-OFDM with and
without the PD process and the CP-DFTs-OFDM are named
as the UF scheme (w/ PD), the UF scheme (w/o PD), and the
CP scheme, respectively.

4.1 OOBE Suppression Performance

The OOBE reduction performance was evaluated by the
max-hold plot of the relative power spectrum density (PSD)
with the transmission signal parameters shown in Table 1.
Figure 10 shows relative PSD of the ZP-eUF schemes, the
CP-eUF schemes, the UF schemes, and the CP scheme.
Note that the resolution bandwidth and the oversampling
factor were set to 100 kHz and four, respectively.

The ZP/CP-eUF schemes can improve the OOBE at the
channel-edge of the occupied bandwidth (OBW) by 22.5 dB
compared to the CP scheme regardless of the PD process

Fig. 10 Relative PSD characteristics.
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because the discontinuity between successive transmission
symbols is drastically mitigated by the LPF convolution. On
the contrary, the OOBE reduction performance of the UF
scheme (w/ PD) is inferior to that of the UF scheme (w/o
PD) by about 8 dB. The PD process can compensate the at-
tenuated amplitude of subcarriers (i.e., can flatten the rip-
ple caused by the LPF) by amplifying the edge parts of the
OBW. This means that the UF scheme induces the large am-
plification at the edge of the OBW due to the LPF with a
quite long length (LF = 129) and drastically degrades the
OOBE, while the sufficiently short LPF length (LF = 37) in
the proposed ZP/CP schemes barely affects the OOBE.

4.2 PAPR Performance

In this section, the PAPR characteristics of the proposed
schemes are evaluated by the complementary cumulative
distribution function (CCDF). The PAPR of transmission
symbol x(n) is defined as

PAPR = max
[
|x(n)|2

]
/E

[
|x(n)|2

]
, (28)

where E[·] denotes the expected value. Here, the CCDF of
the PAPR exceeding an arbitrary threshold PAPR0 can be
defined as

CCDF = Pr [PAPR > PAPR0] , (29)

where Pr[·] denotes the probability. In general, low PAPR
characteristics of the transmission symbol is important to
avoid the significant distortion caused by a non-linear power
amplifier.

To confirm the PAPR performance of the ZP-eUF
schemes and the CP-eUF schemes, CCDF curves of the
PAPR for QPSK was simulated and compared with the con-
ventional schemes as shown in Fig. 11. Firstly, the cases
without the PD process are discussed. The PAPR charac-
teristics of the UF scheme, the CP-eUF scheme, and the
ZP-eUF scheme are degraded compared to the CP scheme

Fig. 11 CCDF curves of PAPR.

by about 2.4 dB, 2.3 dB, and 3.2/ dB, respectively, because
the average power of the transmission symbols is reduced by
smoothing transmission symbol edges. The PAPR of the UF
scheme is worse than the CP-eUF scheme by 0.1 dB because
the transition time of the LPF in the UF scheme is longer
than that in the CP-eUF scheme. Although the same LPF is
used for both schemes, the PAPR of the ZP-eUF scheme is
worse than the CP-eUF scheme by 0.8 dB because the trans-
mission symbol of the ZP-eUF scheme includes zero peri-
ods (i.e., non-signal state) with a length of L′CP as shown in
Fig. 5.

By applying the PD process, the PAPR of the UF
scheme is degraded by about 2.5 dB, while the PAPR of
the ZP/CP-eUF scheme can be improved by about 2 dB. As
mentioned in Sect. 4.1, the PD process impairs the compen-
sation of the ripple derived from the LPF. In other words, the
PD process basically averages the amplitude in time-domain
but amplifies the attenuated amplitude during the transition
time of the LPF. Therefore, in the case of the UF scheme,
the attenuated amplitude is amplified drastically during the
quite long transition time of the LPF, and thus, the peak
power is enhanced. On the other hand, in the case of the
ZP-eUF and CP-eUF schemes, the amplification of the at-
tenuated amplitude is trivial because of the short transition
time of the LPF (LF = 37). Moreover, the peak power is re-
duced by averaging the amplitude in the entire time-domain
with applying the PD process, resulting in the improvement
of PAPR.

4.3 Communication Quality

To ensure high communication quality of the ZP-eUF
schemes and the CP-eUF schemes, BLER characteristics
were evaluated by applying the additional parameters shown
in Table 2. Here, it was assumed that one transport block
was allocated to one sub-frame, and all PRBs were occupied
by one user. At the receiver, channel variations attributed to
multipath fading were estimated by linear interpolation and
extrapolation by using reference signals. After the channel
estimation, FDE by the MMSE filter was executed for com-
pensating channel variations.

4.3.1 BLER Characteristics

Figure 12 shows BLER characteristics as a function of
ES/N0 for QPSK, 16QAM, and 64QAM. Firstly, we dis-
cuss the results without the PD process. The ES/N0 to

Table 2 Parameters for BLER characteristics evaluation.
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Fig. 12 BLER characteristics.

achieve BLER = 10−3 of the UF-scheme is degraded by
6 dB or more compared to the CP-scheme because of the
frequency-domain ripple caused by the long filter length.
On the other hand, the CP-eUF scheme can improve the
ES/N0 to achieve BLER = 10−3 by about 6 dB and 8 dB
for QPSK and 16QAM, respectively, compared to the UF
scheme. Furthermore, the error floor was eliminated for
64QAM, resulting in the same communication quality as
the CP scheme. Also, the ZP-eUF scheme can improve the
ES/N0 to achieve BLER = 10−3 by about 6 dB and 7 dB
for QPSK and 16QAM, respectively, compared to the UF
scheme, and the error floor was eliminated for 64QAM.

Secondly, we discuss the results with the PD pro-
cess. The UF scheme (w/ PD) can improve the ES/N0
to achieve BLER = 10−3 of the UF scheme (w/o PD) by
about 3.5 dB and 5 dB for QPSK and 16QAM, respectively.
However, these BLER characteristics of the UF scheme (w/

PD) are still remarkably inferior to those of the ZP/CP-eUF
schemes.

These results indicate that the LPF with a quite short
length for the ZP/CP-eUF schemes (i.e., LF = 37) suffi-
ciently reduces the frequency-domain ripple caused by the
long filter length for the UF scheme (i.e., LF = 129), and
the power depression of the received subcarriers is miti-

gated in the ZP/CP-eUF schemes. In addition, the ES/N0 to
achieve BLER = 10−3 of the ZP-eUF schemes are inferior to
that of the CP-eUF schemes by about 1 dB for 16QAM and
64QAM because OLA process shown in Fig. 7 induces the
extra noise components to the received symbols.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed eUF-DFTs-OFDM that applies
the LPF with a quite short length in combination with the ZP
or CP to improve the communication quality of the conven-
tional UF-DFTs-OFDM in a long-delay multipath environ-
ment. To confirm the usefulness of the proposed eUF-DFTs-
OFDM, the characteristics of OOBE, PAPR, and BLER
were numerically evaluated by computer simulation. The
evaluation results indicated that the proposed ZP/CP-eUF
schemes achieved higher OOBE reduction while maintain-
ing the same level of PAPR and communication quality as
the CP scheme even in a long-delay multipath environment.
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